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As a test prep tutor who specializes in exams which test vocubulary knowledge - the SAT, SSAT,

ISEE, SHSAT and others - I am always on the lookout for helpful vocabulary-building tools. This

series, while not particularly exciting, is excellent; I use the full set. Students in lower grades can

start from the lower levels and work their way up. Each word list is accompanied by a good variety

of review and reinforcement drills: sentence completions, mix-n-match, passage readings, etc.Since

this series is often used in schools, my luckier students get their test prep and school vocabulary

homework done simultaneously!

As a teacher and a dad, I have found that this series is a great way to teach vocabulary and is a

great way to learn. Words have the pronunciation(which is also online in audio form), great

definitions/synonyms/antonyms, and great exersises. There is a review every 3 chapters in each

book and a review/test at the end of it too. Each book has about 12 chapters with 20 words to learn.

Great to do weekly. As a teacher I would advise testing weekly 10 of the 20 words with spelling,

meaning and using them in a sentence. I would then give them 5 additional words from any earlier



chapter to keep them reviewing. These books are great. My students (from 6th-11th grade) all love

them. After a few chapters students will comment how they can understand more when they read. It

is also very cool to hear your kids learning these words in their daily lives.

The exercises mirror the types of questions you will see on the standardized tests. Just working

through the unit will cause you to memorize the words and definitions effortlessly. This edition has

included more questions like the ACT. Each unit's word list is the same no matter which version you

choose. What changes are the question types. The question types are updated periodically to more

accurately reflect the types of questions found on the current version of the ACT/SAT. Use vocab

test dot com for extra drill throughout the week. It's free, aligned to Sadlier-Oxford by level and unit,

and the example sentences are hilarious. My kids really look forward to it every day. By using this

website, it is possible to do this program on your own -- no teacher, no answer keys. The

Sadlier-Oxford website will pronounce the words for you (it's free too) and vocab test dot com will

delight you with their drills.

This is the vocabulary notebook for seven graders. If you have kids or work with kids, use theses

books to enrich their vocabulary. As a famous wise person said, "The limit of my language

(vocabulary) is the limit of my world".

These vocabulary books could not be any better. My son is homeschooling, but before he was at

home, he used these same books in his regular school. They are fantastic books.

Great for tutors and LA teachers.

Thank you for a great product. This book was exactly as described and we received it sooner than

expected. I would highly recommend this seller to anyone looking for great quality

booksÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 
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